organized together in a higher-ordered structure, the duction molecules, an important strategy for ensuring so-called signaling microdomains that directly link the specificity is to have transduction pathways organized plasmalemma structure to the ER (Figure 1 ). The scafinto distinct signaling microdomains. These microdofolding network within this structure appears to be commains house the relevant receptors and downstream posed of adaptor proteins that hold together the two machinery at the appropriate subcellular site and are ends of the signaling pathway. One such family of progenerally assembled around scaffold or adaptor proteins is termed Homer and has the capacity to physically teins. This architectural organization should prevent unlink InsP 3 Rs to mGluR1 (Tu et al., 1998 here, indicate that specificity of Ca 2ϩ signals results from Although CaBP1/caldendrin colocalizes with InsP 3 R 1 in the existence of specialized membrane domains that cerebellar Purkinje neurons, it remains to be determined may be specifically coupled with distinct regulatory prowhether CaBP1/caldendrin can act as a mobile messenteins. The advantages of these signaling complexes are ger and whether it is involved in specific signaling pathnot limited to the specific example of InsP 3 R signaling ways as a substitute for InsP 3 . All these regulatory facexamined here. Recruitment of transducing proteins into tors may help to explain how many different local and macromolecular complexes and discrete compartments global Ca 2ϩ signals can be generated in a single cell occurs widely so that the neuronal membrane appears (Figure 1) .
to be a mosaic of signaling microdomains. We anticipate One important point to stress is the notion that neuthat the role of these signaling structures in the regularonal InsP 3 R signaling results from the bidirectional intion of neuronal processes will become understood in teraction between the ER membrane and the plasma increasing molecular details in the next few years. membrane. Berridge refered to this particular relationship as a "binary membrane system" (Berridge, 1998).
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